
CASE STUDY

DEFORMED PACKER RECOVERY

Broach stabbing into packer

COLLABORATION WITH OTHER THIRD PARTY PROVIDER

Broach and extension Broach

THE CHALLENGE
Our client’s original intervention work scope was to remove an old straddle packer system and reinstall
a new jet pump straddle assembly. However, during the packer recovery phase it was not possible to 
engage the packer retrieval tool into the upper straddle assembly. Further investigation revealed some
deformation to the inner mandrel was restricting access to the packer release mechanism.

PROPOSED SOLUTION
Oilenco proposed a range of broaches that
could be used in conjunction with the Welltec
Stroker Tool to reform the inner mandrel of
the straddle packer. Each broach would be
designed with precision hardened teeth,
arranged in a serrated pattern to form a 
cylindrical broaching mandrel. This would 
provide a means of removing damaged
material whilst re-forming the packer ID to 
its original concentric shape.

VALIDATION
To validate the system Oilenco manufactured
a replica of the packer mandrel for carrying 
out tests. By using data from the original 
intervention campaign the deformation that 
had been observed inside the packer mandrel
was carefully recreated.

By working in collaboration with Welltec, we were able to demonstrate to the customer the capabilities
of the broach system and show its ability to restore access through the inner mandrel of the straddle
packer. These trials provided our client with the confidence to commit to carrying out the operation.



CREATIVE SOLUTION TO OVERCOME UNIQUE CHALLENGES

PACKER WAS SAFELY REMOVED

Packer removal series

OPERATIONAL SUCCESS
Offshore operations went well. The packer mandrel was successfully broached back to its original 
concentric shape and provided adequate ID for the retrieval tool to latch the packer release profile. 
Once the upper packer assembly was successfully recovered, the lower packer assembly was then 
pulled. A replacement jet pump straddle system was then installed and the well was returned back
to full production.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

Creative ideas and a well engineered solution

Collaboration with other service providers to deliver the optimum solution

Simulation and testing - proved the system works


